
AN  EXTENSION   OF   OSGOOD'S   OSCILLATION   THEOREM
FOR A NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

CHOY-TAK taam

1. Introduction. After examining critically a theorem of Bocher,

Osgood proved the following oscillation theorem  [l ]:

Theorem 1. Let

(a) /(/) be continuous and monotonic in the interval T^t< oo,

(b) /(/) >/0>0 in T^t < oo, /o being a constant.

Then an arbitrary solution of the differential equation

(1.1) x"+f(t)x = 0

oscillates an infinite number of times in any interval T^T' = / < oo

in which the amplitudes of the oscillations are uniformly bounded.

Moreover, the amplitudes vary monotonically, increasing when f(t) de-

creases monotonically, and decreasing in the opposite case.

If, furthermore, f(t) is uniformly bounded, the amplitudes of the

oscillations do not become less than a certain positive constant.

Under the conditions stated above (including the uniform bound

on/(/)), clearly/(/) tends to a positive limit a2, say, as /—>oo. If/(/)

is so "near" to a2 (but not necessarily tends to a limit) such that the

integral

/l  CO I /(/) - a21 dt
T

exists, it is known that to each solution x(t) of (1.1) there exists a

solution A sin (at-\-B) of

(1.2) x" + a2x = 0

such that

(1.3) x(t) = A sin (at + B) + e(t),

where e(t) tends to zero as / tends to infinity [2]. Whether (1.3) holds

or not under the conditions of Osgood's theorem is not clear to the

author. However we can exhibit another property of (1.1) which re-

sembles the equation (1.2), namely the trajectory of a solution x(/)

of (1.1) is
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(1.4) x'2 + a2x2 = c2 + t(t)

for some c2>0, where e(t) tends to zero as / tends to infinity. To prove

this, multiplying (1.1) by 2x' and integrating the result from T to /,

we obtain

2 2 2 C t     2 2
(1.5) x'  +fx  = ci+ j    xdf, ci>0,

the integral being a Stieltjes integral. Since x(t) is bounded and /(/)

tends monotonically to a limit a2, the integral in (1.5) converges to a

limit as / tends to infinity. Rewriting (1.5)

/CO

x2df

we have the result (1.4). We note that (1.4) also shows that the

amplitudes of the oscillations and the velocities at the center of the

oscillation tend to limits as / tends to infinity.

Butlewski [3] extended Osgood's result to the self-adjoint dif-

ferential equation (w(/)x')'+/(/)x = 0. In this paper we shall extend

further the result to a nonlinear differential equation (2.1).

2. Extension of Osgood's theorem. Consider the nonlinear differ-

ential equation

(2.1) (m(t)x')'+2Zfi(L)x2i-l = 0,
i=l

where (w(/))_1, fi(t), f2(t), ■ ■ ■ , and/*(/) are real-valued, non-nega-

tive, Lebesgue-measurable functions in the interval E^/<oo, and

Lebesgue-integrable in T^t^R for every R>T. By a solution of

(2.1) we mean a function x(/) which is absolutely continuous and

m(t)x'(t) is equal almost everywhere to an absolutely continuous

function, say M(t), such that (2.1) is satisfied almost everywhere if

m(t)x'(t) is replaced by M(t). We shall consider only real-valued,

nontrivial solutions.

We shall prove the following extension of Osgood's theorem.

Theorem 2. Suppose that for Eg/< oo

(a) m(t) <m0, m0 being a positive constant,

(b) fi(t) >/0, /o being a positive constant,

(c) m(t)fi(t)^0,i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,k,
(d) m(t)ft(t) sir >0 for some i, r being a constant,
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(e) all m(t)fi(t) are nondecreasing or all are nonincteasing, i
= 1,2, •••,*.

Then any solution of the equation (2.1) oscillates an infinite number of

times in any interval T^T' </<°° in which the amplitudes of the

oscillations are uniformly bounded. Moreover, the amplitudes vary

monotonically, increasing when all m(t)fi(t) decrease monotonically, and

decreasing in the opposite case.

If, furthermore, all m(t)fi(t) are uniformly bounded, the amplitudes of

the oscillations do not become less than a certain positive constant.

Proof. First we show that any solution of (2.1) oscillates an infinite

number of times in any interval T^T' =7< <*>. To do this, we com-

pare (2.1) with

(2.2) m0y" + foy = 0.

Every solution of (2.2) oscillates an infinite number of times in any

interval T^T' ^t<<x>. Let h and t2 be any consecutive zeros of a

solution y(t) of (2.2). We shall prove that every solution x(t) of (2.1)

vanishes at least once in h^t^t2. Suppose that this is not true; then

x(t) does not vanish on h^t^t2. It is easy to verify that (the Picone

formula, see [6, p. 226])

d[ y , 1
—  — (woxy' — mx'y)
dt Lx J

/   * \ (xy' - x'y)2
= ( E /i*2(i~1) - /o) y2 + (mo - m)y'2 + m ,

\ ,=i / x2

holds almost everywhere, and integrating from tx to t2 we have

fy -1(2
— (ntoxy' — mx'y)

L x J(l

(2.3) = J  T( E Ux^-v ~ /o) y2 + (mo - m)y'2

(xy' - x'y)2!
+ m-  dt.

x2        J

The equation (2.3) leads to contradiction, because the integral is

definitely positive while the left-hand member is zero. This proves

that every solution x(t) of (2.1) vanishes at least once in h^t^t2 and

so oscillates an infinite number of times in T-^T'-£t<<*>. (Using a

known method with some modification [6, p. 226], x(t) can be shown
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to vanish at least once in /1</</2.)

Let M(t) be the absolutely continuous function to which m(t)x'(t)

is equal almost everywhere. M(t) is called the momentum. We note

that M(t) does not vanish identically in any interval /; otherwise,

from (2.1), x(/) must also vanish identically in /and so x(t) —0. Since

r t2 M(t)
x(t2) - x(h) =  I      —rdt,

J h    m(t)

M(h) - M(t2) = 2Zf 'fiX2i~xdt,

it is clear that between any consecutive zeros of x(/) there is at least

one zero of M(t), and between any consecutive zeros of M(t) there is

at least one zero of x(t). It follows that between any consecutive zeros

of x(t) (M(t)) there is one and only one zero of M(t) (x(t)). It is also

clear that x(Z) (M(t)) assumes its maxima and minima at the zeros

of M(t) (x(t)).

Denote the zeros of x(t) by t2n, of M(t) by t2n+i, « = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ,

and ti<tj for i<j. Set

^2n+l  =   I  x(/2„+l) |,       M2n   =   |  M(t2jl) \,      Fi,n  =  m(tn)fi(tn),

for n=0, 1, 2, • • • .

Multiplying (2.1) by M = mx', we get

k

(2.4) MM' + Z mfix'x2'-1 = 0

almost everywhere. Integrating (2.4) from t2n to /2n+i, we have

1 2 i     C  t2"+l

(2.5) — M2n = L I mfix'x2i-Ht.
2 ,-_i J (2„

Similarly integration of (2.4) from Z2n+i to /2n+2 gives

1 2 k        p   lin+2

(2.6) — M2n+2 = - E I mfix'x2i~Ht.
2 i=lJ (2»+l

We observe that from t2n to /2„+i, x' and x have the same sign, from

/2n+i to /2B42 opposite signs.

Case I. m(t)fi(t) nonincreasing for all i and m(t)ft(t)^r>0 for

some i. From (2.5), clearly

(2.7) M2n ̂  E E,-.2n+i —^- •
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And from (2.6)

2 -r-^ A2n+1

(2.8) M2n+2 = E Fi,2n+i —— •
»-i *

It follows that the momenta at the zeros of x(t)

(2.9) Mo, M2, Mit ■ ■ ■ , Min, • • •

form a nonincreasing sequence. Since m(t)fi(t)^r>0 for some *=/,

say, from(2.7), then

2 2 ^ 2n+l ' 2j

(2.10) Mo = M2n = Fj,in+i-— = — X2n+1.
J J

This proves that A2„+i is bounded for all ra. From (2.6), replacing n

by n — 1, we have

(2.11) — M$n = - E f      mfix'x2i-Ht,

and so

ii
2 J^ AW-l

(2.12) M2n^ E F,-lS» — — ■

From (2.5), we have

ii

(2.i3) ^^2:i?.2n_2!ii.

(2.12) and (2.13) then yield

Vp      Xin~x < Vp 2n+1
Z^Fi.ln -;-   S    ZifUn'-;-
i-1 I i-\ l

which implies A"2„_i ̂  A2„+1 and so the amplitudes of the oscillations

(2.14) X\, Xz, Xi, ■ ■ • , X2n+\, • • •

form a nondecreasing sequence and converge to a positive limit.

From (2.10) we have

2 r 2)' f 2;

M2n ^ — X2n+1 = — Ai > 0.
J J

It follows that the sequence (2.9) of momenta also converges to a posi-

tive limit.
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Case  II.  m(t)fi(t)  nondecreasing and remaining finite for all i.

From (2.5), we obtain

* Y*'
2 __ A. 2n-4-l

(2.15) -f_._sE*i.i.—==»
i-1 I

and from (2.11)

k v2'
2 -_. A 2n—1

(2.16) M2n ̂    Z E'.2n — •
,=1 I

(2.15) and (2.16) then give

* x2i » X*
(2.17) EF,-,,— ^  Ifu,—

<=i i 1=1 %

which implies that -X"2n+1 ^ A"2n_i and so the amplitudes

(2.18) Ai, X%, Xb, • • • , X2n+i, ■ • •

form a nonincreasing sequence. From (2.5), we have also

* x2i2 x—\ ■* 2n+l

(2.19) M2n ̂  Z Fii2n+i--,

and from (2.6)

* v2i
2 *—« ■«. 2n+l

(2.20) Jf 2n+2 £ yj E,-,2n+1 ■-— •
t=i «

Since (2.19) and (2.20) imply that M2n+2^M2n, the sequence of mo-

menta

(2.21) Mo, Mt, Mt, • • ■ , Min, • ■ ■

is nondecreasing. If B is an upper bound of m(t)ft(t) for all i, then,

from (2.19),

*    xn
2 ■*—v    -A 2n+l

(2.22) M2n^B2Z -'
«-i      i

and so
2t 2 2

*      X2n+1 Af2„ Mo

Since (2.23) implies that X2n+i is bounded below, the nonincreasing
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sequence (2.18) converges to a positive limit. Then, from (2.22),

M2n is bounded above. It follows that the nondecreasing sequence

(2.21) also converges to a limit.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

In the following corollary, which is similar to (1.4), let the condi-

tions a to e of Theorem 2 be satisfied and let all Fi(t) =m(0/«(0 be

uniformly bounded. Then each F,-(0 tends to some non-negative limit

a,-, say, as / tends to infinity.

Corollary 2.1. The trajectory of a solution x(t) of (2.1) is

(2.24) M2 + E a* — = c2 + e(/)

for some constant c^O, where e(t) tends to zero as t tends to infinity.

Proof. Integrating (2.4) from T to /, we obtain

*    /• i

(2.25) [M ]t + 2 E I    Fix'x2i~Ht = 0
,„1 J T

and so (integration by parts (see [4, p. 332]))

k «2t k        1       /■  t

(2.26) M2 + E Ft — = ci + E — I    *M<*Fi.
i-i * .-=i   I «/ r

Since x(/) is bounded, each integral in (2.26) converges to a limit as /

tends to infinity. Splitting the integrals, (2.26) can be written

(2.27) M2 + E at ^~ = o2 + e(t)
i=i *

for some constant cf^O, where

fe /v.2i k        1      y» oo

(2.28) e(/) = E («•• ~ F,-) — -  E — I     *2^F,-.
»=i t ,-=i   i ^ (

Clearly e(t) tends to zero as / tends to infinity.

3. Sufficient conditions for the boundedness of solutions. The fol-

lowing theorem gives another set of conditions for the boundedness

of the solutions of (2.1).

Theorem 3. Suppose that, for T^t< oo, either a, b, c or a, b, d of

the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) m(t)fi(t)^0,i = l,2,3, ■ ■ ■ , k,
(b) m(t)fi(t) is monotonic, i = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , k,
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(c) m(t)fi(t) is nondecreasing and positive for some i,

(d) m(t)fi(t) is nonincreasing for all i and has a positive lower bound

for some i.

Then every solution of (2.1) is bounded on T^t<*>.

The method of §2 does not apply here because under the condi-

tions of Theorem 3 the solutions may not oscillate. For example

1
(/vy -i— x = o

t2

has the general solution

x(t) = A sin (-h Bj

which is bounded and does not oscillate for large /.

Proof of Theorem 3. Set Fi = mfi. Integrating (2.4) from T to /

and evaluating the result by integration by parts, we have

k *.2i k        1       r* t

(3.1) ilf2 + yj Ft — = c2 + yj — I    x«dFt.
t-1 t i=l     *  Jt

Case I. Fi is nonincreasing for all * and for some i=j, say, Ft has

a positive lower bound. Then each integral in (3.1) is nonpositive,

and we have

x2'
(3.2) Fj-ic1

3

which implies that x(t) is bounded. Clearly M is also bounded.

Case II. Ft is nondecreasing and positive for some i. Let the non-

decreasing Fi be FnP), p = l, 2, • • ■ , h. Then from (3.1) we have

(3.3) EFiM -T7— ̂  c2 + E — I     *"<»><flW
p=i x(/>) j,=i   i(p)Jr

Suppose that the maximum ii of | x(t) | on [r, /] is assumed at t=t0.

Then

h JJ2i(p) h 1        f 'o

(3.4) E *«,>(/«>) ^t— ^!+Zt-       *»'WiFi{p)
p-i n^>) p-i n/>) J t

and

A JJiUp) k      JJZi(p)     n.  (0

(3.5) E Fi(p)(to) —— ^ c2 + £ —-—        dF,-(l>).
P=i *(/>) p-i    H/>)   «/r
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It follows that

h £[2i(p)

(3-6) EF,(p)(F)—— = c2.
p=i i\P)

If FnP)(T) is positive for £ = g, then

#2i(»)

(3.7) Fi(9)(F) —— fS C2

Hg)

which implies that H is bounded. This completes the proof.

Theorem 3 is a generalization of a theorem of W. Leigh ton [5].

4. A question of existence and uniqueness of solutions. In §§2 and

3 we assume the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of (2.1) on

T^t< oo. Since the standard existence theorems which can be ap-

plied to equation (2.1) are local in nature, we give here a brief proof of

our assumption. Clearly it is sufficient to prove the existence and

uniqueness of the solutions on [T, t] for every t> T under the condi-

tions stated in the first paragraph of §2 and in Theorem 3. Write

equation (2.1) as a system of equations

1 *
(4.1) *'- M,        M' = - E/iM*"-1-

m(t) (_i

Let Xo and M0 be any two constants. Imagine that there is a set of

solutions x(t) and M(t) satisfying the conditions x(F)=x0, M(T)

= Mo and determine an upper bound Bi for x(t) and an upper bound

B2 for M(t) on [T, t]. Bx may be determined by (3.2) or (3.7) and B2

(using the notations of §3 and (3.1)) by M2^c2 or

m2^c2 + z —-   dFiW.
v=i    t(p)   JT

Clearly Bx and B2 depend on x0, Mq and Ft only. Let K(t) be a func-

tion of class L(T, t) such that

k
^-% |      2t—1 2i—1 | r

2^ /<(0 I  X2        -  Xi       |   =  K(t) I  X2 -  Xi I
i-1

whenever |x2| = 2Bi, [xi| ^2Bi. Determine a positive constant h

such that

<*(2    dt       Bi r<* B2
B2\      -<—, Bi I      K(t)dt< —

Jh   m(t)       2 Jh 2
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whenever 0^t2 — ti^h, ti and t2 being points in [7", /]. Then by the

method of successive approximations we can prove that there exists

a set of solutions x(t) and M(t) satisfying (4.1) almost everywhere at

least in [r, T+h] and x(T) =x0, M(t) =M0; moreover the solutions

are unique. Since | x(t) | and | M(t) | are bounded by Bi and B2 re-

spectively (see the proof of Theorem 3) in [7\ 7\], Ti — T+h, by the

method of successive approximations again, there exists a set of

solutions Xi(/) and Mi(t) satisfying (4.1) almost everywhere at least

in [T, Tt], T2 = T+2h, and Xi(Ti) = x(Ti), Mi(T1)=M(T1); more-

over the two sets of solutions are equal at the points of the common

part of their intervals of existence. Repeating this process of con-

tinuation a finite number of times, we see that there exists a unique

set of solutions x(t) and M(t) satisfying (4.1) almost everywhere in

[T, t] andx(T)=xo, M(T) = M0.

5. Further extensions. Let all the differential equations discussed

in this section admit of unique solutions on T^t<<x>. Let/(/, x, x')

be a function such that

(5.1) x'f(t,x,x')^0

and m(t),fi(t) satisfy the conditions stated in the first paragraph of

§2. We observe that Theorem 3 still holds for the equation

(5.2) (m*0/ + /+Z/<*M-1-0.

In fact Theorem 3 remains true even for these more general differ-

ential equations of first order and of second order

(5.3) (mx')'+f+2Zfigi = 0,

k

(5.4) «/+!>/*< = 0,
t=i

where gi=gi(x) is a continuous function of x, g((x) = — g,-(— x) SiO

for x^O, provided there is an i such that when mfi has a positive

lower bound the integral

(5.5) f   gi(x)dx
J o

is divergent as x—> oo.

We observe that Theorem 2 holds also for the differential equation
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*

(5.6) (mx'y + E/;(0*n(i)WiO) = 0
i-l

provided that the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) ra(l) = l, n(i)—p(i)/q(i)^\ for *>1, where p(i) and q(i) are

positive odd integers,

(b) «i(x) = l, Ui(x) =«,•(— x) >0 for x>0, and w,(x) is continuous

for all x,

(c) there is an i such that when mf{ has a positive lower bound the

integral

(5.7) I    xn<-i)Ui(x)dx
J o

is divergent as x—> oo.

All the remarks in this section can be proved by the method of §2

or §3. To prove that Theorem 3 holds for the equation (5.3), what one

needs is to replace (3.1) by

1 n  t k n X

— M2 + I    mx'f dt+Y<Fi I    gi(x)dx
(5.8) 2 Jt " .       ,        .

= c!+lf   ( f *g;(x) (f *) <*F,.
i=l J T   \ J 0 /

To prove that Theorem 2 holds for the equation (5.6), we replace

A^,+1/2i by the integral

/» X2n+1 xn^Ui(x)dx
0

in the proof of Theorem 2.
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